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M. A. Just and P. A. Carpenter’s (1992) capacity theory of comprehension posits a linguistic working
memory functionally separated from the representation of linguistic knowledge. G. S. Waters and D.
Caplan’s (1996) critique of this approach retained the notion of a separate working memory. In this
article, the authors present an alternative account motivated by a connectionist approach to language
comprehension. In their view, processing capacity emerges from network architecture and experience
and is not a primitive that can vary independently. Individual differences in comprehension do not stem
from variations in a separate working memory capacity; instead they emerge from an interaction of
biological factors and language experience. This alternative is argued to provide a superior account of
comprehension results previously attributed to a separate working memory capacity.

memory capacities that subserve language use, and they have
sharply criticized the data that Just and Carpenter interpreted in
support of a single working memory capacity (see also Caplan &
Waters, 1999b; cf. Just, Carpenter, & Keller, 1996). Similarly,
several aphasia researchers have suggested that a reduction of
working memory capacity is not an adequate description of these
patients’ deficits (Caplan & Waters, 1995; R. C. Martin, 1995; but
cf. Miyake et al., 1995). Cognitive aging researchers have argued
that reduced working memory capacity does not capture the declines associated with normal aging (Stoltzfus, Hasher, & Zacks,
1996) and that other factors, such as increased interference in
memory (Hasher & Zacks, 1988) or slowed perceptual and cognitive processes (Salthouse, 1996) are the real sources of cognitive
decline. Other researchers, such as Ericsson and Kintsch (1995),
have rejected the emphasis on working memory size in accounting
for individual differences, as this approach neglects the role of
practice and skill. Developmental psychologists have made similar
points about child development, that improved performance in
cognitive tasks may result from more opportunities to practice and
develop expertise rather than from growth of working memory
capacity (Munakata, McClelland, Johnson, & Siegler, 1997; Roth,
1984). Finally, Navon (1984) argued that capacity- or resourcebased approaches are inherently flawed in that they are typically
vague, they have often been evaluated only in light of positive
evidence, and this positive evidence is generally consistent with
nonresource explanations. On Navon’s view, the notion of processing resources is a theoretical “soup stone” that contributes no
explanatory power to cognitive theorizing.
In this article, we join a number of these critics in doubting the
usefulness of the traditional concept of working memory. We
evaluate both Just and Carpenter’s original claims for a single
linguistic working memory and claims in the Waters and Caplan
(1996) critique of Just and Carpenter and their reply (Just et al.,
1996). A significant portion of the exchange in the latter two
articles addresses the strength of the data that Just and Carpenter
presented, but that is not our focus here. Like Waters and Caplan,

The concept of a working memory resource or capacity for
temporary storage and manipulation of information has played an
important role in many theories of cognition, particularly theories
of language processing (e.g., Baddeley, 1986; Engle, Cantor, &
Carullo, 1992; Just & Carpenter, 1992). The particular approach
advocated by Just and Carpenter (1992) is one in which linguistic
working memory capacity directly constrains the operation of
language comprehension processes, and that variation in the capacity of linguistic working memory within the normal population
is a primary source of individual differences in language comprehension. Just and Carpenter further suggest that reductions in
working memory capacity in aging can explain reduced language
comprehension and production abilities among normal elderly
adults and that aphasic patients’ language comprehension deficits
following brain injury may be explained by a deficit in working
memory capacity rather than by a loss of linguistic knowledge
(Miyake, Carpenter, & Just, 1994).
Just and Carpenter’s work has been extremely successful in
emphasizing the importance of individual differences in language
research, but their approach is not without controversy. Criticisms
of their claims have taken several forms. Waters and Caplan
(1996) suggested that there are at least two different working
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we agree that Just and Carpenter sometimes overinterpreted marginal data, but like Just and Carpenter and Just et al. (1996), we
agree that the bulk of the evidence suggests that there are real
though sometimes subtle individual differences in linguistic processing abilities within the normal population. We also do not
doubt that there are individual differences in the normal population
on working memory tasks, and we even do not doubt that language
processing performance and performance on linguistic working
memory tasks often correlate with one another. Our differences
with Just and Carpenter and Waters and Caplan instead rest in our
interpretation of these data: We claim that the distinction commonly drawn between language-processing tasks and linguistic
working memory tasks is an artificial one, and that all of these tasks
are simply different measures of language processing skill. We
further argue that differences in skill within the normal population
can be attributed to (a) variations in exposure to language—some
individuals engage in language comprehension, particularly reading, more than others—and (b) biological differences that affect
processing accuracy, such as differences in the precision of phonological representations that are developed for spoken and written
input.
Our claims are grounded in a connectionist approach to language comprehension that treats traditional distinctions between
linguistic knowledge, linguistic processing, and processing capacity in a very different way. Just and Carpenter’s and Waters and
Caplan’s claims, however, are based on more symbolic processing
architectures. In all cases, the choice of processing architecture has
a direct effect on claims for the role of working memory in
language comprehension. We first illustrate this relationship by
sketching the Just and Carpenter and Waters and Caplan positions
on language and working memory. We then detail our own approach and discuss how it permits a reinterpretation of a broad
range of individual differences in language comprehension that
have previously been thought to emerge from variations in the size
of a linguistic working memory capacity. We argue that our
framework offers a more coherent account of these data than is
available within more traditional approaches.

The Just and Carpenter (1992) and Waters and Caplan
(1996) Approaches to Working Memory and
Language Comprehension
Both Just and Carpenter and Waters and Caplan adopt a view of
working memory as both a storage space and a processing arena
for executing computations (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Just and
Carpenter suggested that their own view of working memory is
roughly analogous to the linguistic portion of Baddeley’s (1986)
central executive, and they did not posit any modality-specific
rehearsal buffers such as Baddeley’s phonological loop. Whereas
Just and Carpenter embraced a single working memory for language comprehension, Waters and Caplan argued for two separate
working memories: one dedicated to “obligatory,” unconscious
psycholinguistic processes involved in on-line comprehension and
another dedicated to controlled, verbally mediated tasks. These
different positions about the number of working memory components appear to be deeply rooted within each group’s views of
language comprehension.

Just and Carpenter’s Approach
Just and Carpenter favor an approach to language comprehension in which information from different levels of representation is
allowed to interact during processing (Just & Carpenter, 1987).
They link their approach to a computational model called CC
READER, developed within the 3CAPS production system framework (Haarmann, Just, & Carpenter, 1997; Just & Thibadeau,
1984; Thibadeau, Just, & Carpenter, 1982).1 In this model, declarative knowledge, such as the lexicon, and procedural knowledge in
the form of a set of condition–action rules ( productions) are stored
in long-term memory. A separate working memory space is used
to process and store current input and partial products of ongoing
computations. In line with other early production system approaches to cognitive modeling (e.g., Anderson, Kline, & Lewis,
1977; Holland, 1975; Newell, 1980), the Just and Carpenter model
permits several productions to fire in parallel within a given
processing cycle and allows for gradual instantiations of information in working memory. Information in working memory is assigned a numerical activation (or confidence) level, and information without sufficient activation decays from working memory.
During the processing of a sentence, the model uses the items in
working memory to build explicit syntactic and semantic representations for the purpose of interpretation. This information may
be used by several different kinds of productions (lexical, syntactic, etc.), permitting interaction across levels of processing when
productions from different levels are executed in parallel. Thus,
the advocacy of a single working memory for verbal comprehension stems from Just and Carpenter’s belief in the interactive
nature of the underlying processes.
Just and Carpenter (1992) suggest that CC READER’s activation and parallel computation properties are “connectionist” (see,
e.g., p. 124). The use of this term is somewhat misleading, as the
original exposition of the 3CAPS framework (Thibadeau et al.,
1982) clearly indicated that the inspiration for incorporating these
properties into the model did not stem from connectionist work but
rather from other production models of cognitive processing (e.g.,
Anderson et al., 1977; Newell, 1980). Thus, the CC READER
model is firmly rooted within the tradition of production systems
in that its computations are inherently symbolic and maintain the
distinction between working memory resources and knowledge of
language. Indeed, when simulating individual differences in the
CC READER model, Just and Carpenter chose different values of
the maximum activation parameter to simulate readers with good
and poor reading span performance (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980),
while holding linguistic knowledge and processing operations constant. Carpenter, Miyake, and Just (1994) argued that this two-way
division between resources, on the one hand, and linguistic knowledge and processing, on the other, represent an important theoretical claim, one that distinguished Just and Carpenter’s proposal
from unimplemented resource theories:
The capacity theory we have proposed provides a mechanistic account
for a wide variety of phenomena, by specifying a precise computational mechanism within which resources (activation), storage, and
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Various versions of the 3CAPS-based model have been developed,
with some implementational differences among them. Here we sketch the
key computational elements common to all versions.
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processing are all well defined. By virtue of this specification, the
theory can explain a variety of phenomena without the vacuity against
which Navon cautioned. (p. 1110)

The separation between working memory and knowledge can
perhaps be seen most clearly in Just and Carpenter and colleagues’
treatment of language impairments (Haarmann et al., 1997; Miyake et al., 1994; Miyake, Carpenter, & Just, 1995). If working
memory and knowledge of language are separate, it logically
follows that one of these may be impaired independent of the other
in brain injury or disease:
Stated from the perspective of the CC READER model, the theory
assumes that, while the lexicon and the production rules in the system
are still intact, the maximum amount of activation available for the
storage and processing of linguistic information is far more severely
limited in the aphasic system than in the normal system. (Carpenter et
al., 1994, p. 1093)

This reduced-resources account of aphasic sentence comprehension has recently been instantiated in a 3CAPS computational
model (Haarmann et al., 1997).
Just and Carpenter’s approach to the role of experience in
individual differences is less specified. Although they acknowledged that experience might play some role in individual differences, they provided no details concerning how experience could
influence processing. Without an explicit learning theory, it is not
clear how one could readily incorporate a comprehensive role for
experience into the 3CAPS framework. Moreover, although Just
and Carpenter noted that it is theoretically possible to recast
resource accounts in terms of processing efficiency or knowledge
differences, they explicitly rejected this move. They suggested that
the individual differences they discuss “are better explained in
terms of total capacity than process efficiency” (Just & Carpenter,
1992, p. 145). Consistent with other working memory researchers
(e.g., Daneman, 1988), they view the effects of linguistic experience as largely restricted to vocabulary size, with limited effects on
on-line comprehension tasks: “knowledge-based explanations are
less useful in accounting for the on-line processing profile of
comprehension. Moreover, the potential role of vocabulary and
knowledge is not so salient in sentence processing tasks, in which
the structure and vocabulary are familiar and restricted” (Carpenter
et al., 1994, p. 1110). Our account directly challenges this claim,
in that we argue that experience has a reach well beyond vocabulary size, forming critical expertise in syntactic structures (Chang,
Dell, Bock, & Griffin, 1999) and in probabilistic constraints
(Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1995) that govern on-line language
comprehension.

Waters and Caplan’s Approach
Waters and Caplan view language processing in a different way
than Just and Carpenter. Their approach to comprehension is more
closely tied to generative linguistic theory (e.g., Chomsky, 1965),
particularly to claims about the modular nature of language processes and the linguistic knowledge they use (Fodor, 1983; Frazier,
1987). Apart from a module for syntactic processing, Waters and
Caplan (1996) envisaged components for other functions, including “acoustic-phonetic conversion, lexical access, assignment of
intonational contours, determination of sentential semantic values
such as thematic roles, and determination of discourse-level se-
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mantic values such as topic and coherent coreference” (p. 770).
Information from these different components is brought together
and processed in a common working memory to build explicit
syntactic and semantic representations for the purpose of interpretation. Thus, the representation of linguistic knowledge is highly
modularized and separated from processing in working memory.
Waters and Caplan’s approach is tightly linked to work in neuropsychology, where similar assumptions of multiple specialized
language components are common in the literature and are often
invoked in accounts of patients who seem to have “modular”
deficits (e.g., Martin, Shelton, & Yaffee, 1994).
In contrast to Just and Carpenter, Waters and Caplan argued that
the reading span task does not assess the working memory used for
language comprehension. Rather, they suggested it taps separate
working memory resource for conscious controlled processing.
This view of what the reading span task is measuring forms the
heart of the controversy between Just and Carpenter and Waters
and Caplan over the individual-differences data. Waters and
Caplan argued that the lack of certain statistical interactions between reading span, syntactic complexity, and other factors such as
external processing load points to two separate working memories.
Although Waters and Caplan criticized the CC READER model
for having too many free parameters, they provided no computational account of their own dual working memory approach. This
makes their position particularly vulnerable to Navon’s (1984)
concerns about the vacuity of resource theories. The fact that
Waters and Caplan proposed two different and underspecified
processing resources only compounds this problem (Christiansen
& MacDonald, 1999). Moreover, Just et al. (1996) correctly noted
that delineating the two working memories according to whether
processing is conscious or not is very problematic, as language
processing seems to move along a continuum between conscious
and unconscious processing. A related problem concerns how
experience affects Waters and Caplan’s conscious– unconscious
dichotomy, as the authors appear to have had no clear position
regarding the role of experience in comprehension.
As with Just and Carpenter, Waters and Caplan’s distinction
between knowledge and working memory can be seen in their
approach to language deficits. For Waters and Caplan, aphasic
deficits are in some cases the result of deficits in specific linguistic
components (Caplan & Hildebrandt, 1988; Caplan & Waters,
1995) and in other cases due to reductions in psycholinguistic
working memory (Caplan & Waters, 1999a). Thus although Just
and Carpenter and Waters and Caplan strongly disagreed on how
working memory systems are demarcated and, consequently, on
the nature of impairments in aphasic patients (Caplan & Waters,
1995; Miyake et al., 1994, 1995), they shared a commitment to the
separation between linguistic knowledge and working memory.
We directly challenge this claim and argue that the two are
inseparable. In our view, neither knowledge nor capacity are
primitives that can vary independently in theory or computational
models; rather they emerge from the interaction of network architecture and experience. Like Just and Carpenter and Waters and
Caplan, our approach to working memory is firmly rooted in our
approach to language processing.

Connectionist Approaches to Language Processing
Connectionist language comprehension looks very different
from Just and Carpenter’s (1992) and Waters and Caplan’s (1996)
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symbolic approaches. Within the connectionist framework, the
processing of input is achieved not through the action of rules or
productions operating on declarative knowledge in a computational workspace but rather through the passing of activation
through a multilayer network. In this framework, the network’s
capacity to process information varies as a function of the input
(e.g., whether the material is complex or simple), the properties of
the network (how activation is passed through weights, etc.), and
the interaction of these properties— how much the network has
experienced similar input before.2
With the entire network contributing to processing, and with
processing capacity tied to the efficiency of passing activation
across large numbers of units, where is working memory? To the
extent that it is useful to talk about working memory within these
systems, it is the network itself; it is not some separate entity that
can vary independently of the architecture and experience that
governs the network’s processing efficiency. This approach bears
some similarity to one in which individual differences emerge
from experience rather than from variations in a separate capacity
(Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995), but the two approaches are not identical. Ericsson and Kintsch, like Just and Carpenter and Waters and
Caplan, postulated a working memory for temporary storage and
processing, separated from the representation of long-term knowledge. On our account, the long-term knowledge of language is not
functionally separated from the locus of processing. We will show
that this integration has important implications for individual
differences.
The claim that capacity and knowledge are inseparable does not
mean that connectionist networks cannot vary in capacity (or
knowledge). A number of researchers have investigated capacity
variation and the nature of individual differences within connectionist architectures. These differences are instantiated in networks
in various ways, including variations in the number of hidden units
that the network has available to learn and process information
(Harm & Seidenberg, 1999; Patterson, Seidenberg, & McClelland,
1989), variation in the amount of training the network receives
(Munakata et al., 1997), variation in the efficiency with which the
network is able to pass information among units (Dell, Schwartz,
Martin, Saffran, & Gagnon, 1997), and variation in the amount of
“noise” in the input signal presented to the network (St. John &
Gernsbacher, 1998). Thus, connectionist architectures are fully
compatible with the notion that individuals and networks may vary
in processing capacity, but in all cases, these manipulations affect
the behavior of the whole network, both its processing and its
representation. Again, the impact of these architectural choices can
be seen clearly in conceptualizations of brain damage (e.g., N.
Martin & Saffran, 1997; Patterson, Graham, & Hodges, 1994).
Because any architectural change affects an entire connectionist
network, connectionist models do not treat aphasia or other deficits
as being a deficit in either working memory capacity or linguistic
knowledge—they are inseparable in these networks, and any architectural change will have effects on both the processing capacity of the network and the nature of the representations embodied
in the network.

An Alternative Approach to Individual Differences
Our connectionist-based account makes two claims about the
sources of the intertwined individual differences in linguistic

knowledge and processing capacity. First, a substantial amount of
individual differences in language-processing ability within the
normal population is due to variation in experience with language.
This claim represents a major difference between our approach and
much other research in working memory, as working memory size,
not experience, is typically thought to be the major determinant of
individual differences in the field (but cf. Ericsson & Kintsch,
1995). Second, we argue that the biological differences that do
exist are not in the capacity of a separate working memory. For
example, individuals vary in the nature of the phonological representations that are developed during language processing. We
argue that innate differences in phonological representations affect
processes well beyond the representation of speech sounds, and
that they have important consequences in development for the
accrual of linguistic experiences. Extending this account to the
normal adult lifespan, we also suggest that processing speed (Salthouse, 1994, 1996) is an important architectural factor in language
comprehension in elderly adults. In the remainder of the article, we
use these experiential and biological–architectural factors to show
how individual differences in language-processing ability could
emerge in a connectionist framework.
Our position completely recasts the debate between Just and
Carpenter (1992) and Waters and Caplan (1996). Just and Carpenter (and Just et al., 1996) offered evidence for the role of a separate
linguistic working memory in seven different domains, whereas
Waters and Caplan argued that the working memory capacity
assessed in this research is not central to core language comprehension processes and that the data argue instead for multiple
working memory capacities. As we elaborate our own account, we
review each of these seven domains and show how none of them
demands any number of separate working memory capacities but
is instead best accounted for by our own approach. We begin by
examining the notion of working memory task that underlies so
much of Just and Carpenter’s and Waters and Caplan’s accounts.

What Do Working Memory Tasks Measure?
The connectionist framework we adopt has implications for
interpretation of performance on working memory tasks. Just and
Carpenter’s central measure of linguistic working memory is
Daneman and Carpenter’s (1980) reading span task, in which
participants read sentences aloud and remember sentence-final
words for later recall. Both Just and Carpenter and Waters and
Caplan agree that the reading span task provides a measure of
some kind of working memory capacity, but Just and Carpenter see
this capacity as central to language comprehension whereas Waters and Caplan do not. By contrast, we do not view the reading
span task as measuring any fixed working memory resource. In our
2
It is important to distinguish the connectionist framework from more
general constraint–satisfaction approaches to language processing (e.g.,
Kintsch, 1998; MacDonald et al., 1994; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995). It
is possible to model constraint–satisfaction processes using a number of
different architectures, including both symbolic and connectionist approaches (MacDonald et al., 1994). Thus, general notions of constraint
satisfaction are not inherently incompatible with a separate working memory system, but once constraint satisfaction processes are instantiated in a
connectionist architecture, the network incorporates both representation
and processing, without a separate working memory.
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view, the reading span task is simply a measure of language
processing skills, like measures of lexical decision latency, reading
times, and so forth (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995, and R. C. Martin,
1995, make related points). We do not claim that there is a unitary
construct called working memory capacity measured by working
memory tasks any more than we claim that lexical decision tasks
measure lexical decision capacity separate from language comprehension abilities. Reading span, lexical decision, and reading are
all just language-processing tasks, with slightly different task
demands, and experiment participants marshal their comprehension abilities in different ways to meet those demands. Some tasks
may be more appropriate than others for investigating particular
research questions, but our claim is that no task has a more
privileged status in a theory than any other. Just and Carpenter and
Waters and Caplan, however, view reading span and other working
memory tasks as special measures of a particular computational
capacity, and they debate its role in comprehension. Just and
Carpenter cite correlations between reading span and a comprehension measure like reading time as evidence that the computational capacity measured by reading span is used in comprehension. Waters and Caplan question the strength of these
relationships and argue instead that the capacity measured by the
reading span task is used in conscious “postinterpretive” processes,
not in on-line comprehension. We, however, eschew all causal
attributions here. We would not want to conclude from a correlation between lexical decision times and some other comprehension
measure that a separate lexical decision capacity is used in language comprehension, and we also do not want to take correlations
between working memory tasks and comprehension tasks to mean
that fluctuations in some separate working memory capacity are
causing changes in comprehension abilities. For us, all of these
tasks are comprehension tasks, and correlations emerge because
the task demands of the ones traditionally called working memory
tasks and the ones traditionally called comprehension tasks are
such that performance is affected by similar factors, such as the
participants’ language-processing experiences. We next review the
role of experience, followed by attention to the role of phonological representations and other biological factors in languageprocessing tasks, including working memory tasks.

Reappraising the Role of Experience
Within the connectionist language-processing framework, individual differences in language-processing skill emerge from the
interaction of experience and biological factors. We turn first to
linguistic experience and argue that it has far-reaching and complicated effects that go well beyond variations in vocabulary size,
the traditional focus of experience effects within working memory
literature (Carpenter et al., 1994; Daneman, 1988). An important
part of this argument concerns how connectionist models process
input, particularly how they handle the joint effects of the frequency of a particular linguistic pattern and the “regularity” of the
pattern, that is, its similarity to other patterns in the language.

Experience in Connectionist Models
The complex effects of experience on comprehension have been
well studied in the domain of visual word recognition. In these
models, knowledge of the mappings between spelling and pronunciation are inherently tied to the processing that the network
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performs (e.g., Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996;
Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). During word recognition, activation from a layer of orthographic representation units passes to
a layer of phonological units through sets of intermediate “hidden”
units. The amount of activation that is passed to the next level is
dependent on which orthographic units have been activated by the
input and the weights on the connections between the units. These
weights are set by prior learning experience, with greater experience yielding more reliable mappings between input and output.
As a result, high-frequency words are recognized more rapidly and
accurately than are low-frequency words. Moreover, the effect of
experience (i.e., frequency) is greater for irregular words with
exceptional orthography–phonology correspondences such as have
and deaf (cf. cave, save, and leaf, sheaf) than for regular words that
follow the dominant letter–sound correspondences in the language.
This Frequency ⫻ Regularity interaction arises because performance on a regular word is helped not only by prior experience
with this word but also by prior experience with words that have
similar spelling–sound correspondences. By contrast, pronunciation success for irregular words, which have unusual correspondences, is much more strongly determined by experience with the
particular word.
A crucial component of the Frequency ⫻ Regularity interaction
for our account of individual differences is that the precise nature
of the interaction can vary with overall exposure to the language.
For example, Seidenberg (1985) examined the effects of reading
skill on reading regular and irregular words and found that for
good readers, irregular words were no harder than regulars except
in the very low frequency range, but poor readers had longer
latencies for irregular words than for regular words except in the
very high frequency range. Seidenberg interpreted these results to
indicate that good readers, who read a great deal, had a larger band
of effectively high-frequency irregular words for which contextsensitive pronunciations could be computed rapidly, compared
with the poor readers, who read less and were less practiced
computing the irregular pronunciations. In other words, variation
in the amount of exposure to language has two important consequences: (a) it has differential effects on the processing of easy and
more difficult material, and (b) it can create individual differences
that appear qualitative in nature, such as the different Frequency ⫻
Regularity patterns that Seidenberg found in good and poor readers. This leads us to the crux of our claim about many of the
individual differences in language processing in the normal population: Whereas Just and Carpenter and others have attributed
these differences to variations in working memory capacity, we
claim that the differences are instead different patterns of Frequency ⫻ Regularity interactions, owing largely to differential
exposure to language—that higher skilled comprehenders, who
score well on the reading span test, are ones who read more or read
more complex material than lower skilled comprehenders. We
begin to elaborate this argument through four examples of syntactic and discourse processing that Just and Carpenter cited as
evidence for the existence of a separate working memory system
for language.

Interpreting Complex Unambiguous Sentences
For a variety of reasons, sentences with object-relative clauses,
such as The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error,
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are more difficult to comprehend than sentences with subject
relatives, such as The reporter that attacked the senator admitted
the error (Bever, 1970; Gibson & Ko, 1998; Holmes & O’Reagan,
1981; King & Just, 1991). Just and Carpenter (1992, pp. 128 –129)
discussed a subset of the results from King and Just (1991):
High-span participants, those who scored well on Daneman and
Carpenter’s (1980) reading span task, had a different pattern of
reading times on subject and object relatives compared with the
low-span participants. Because we attempt to simulate these data
below, it is important to understand the King and Just results in
detail. Just and Carpenter (1992) illustrate the relevant King and
Just data in their Figure 9 (p. 140). The important reading time
effects were localized on the main verb of the subject- and objectrelative sentences (the word admitted in Just & Carpenter’s Figure
9). Just and Carpenter offered three pieces of evidence for the
importance of working memory capacity in the interpretation of
these structures: (a) King and Just found shorter reading times for
high-span participants than low-span participants on the main verb,
averaging over relative clause type; (b) there were shorter reading
times on the main verb for subject than for object relatives,
collapsing over reading span; and (c) there was an interaction
between reading span and relative clause type, such that there was
little or no effect of reading span on the easier subject relatives, but
low-span participants had longer main verb reading times than did
high-span participants on the more difficult object relatives. King
and Just and Just and Carpenter interpreted these results to indicate
that all readers had sufficient working memory capacity to comprehend the easier subject relatives, but only the high-span readers
had enough working memory capacity to interpret the more difficult object relatives. Just and Carpenter simulated these reading
patterns with CC READER, varying the amount of permissible
activation available for computations, holding all other factors
constant. The simulation data are also shown in Just and Carpenter’s Figure 9.
Waters and Caplan’s (1996) main criticism of these data (pp.
764 –765) is a potentially serious one, in that they argued that King
and Just’s (1991) effects may be spurious. Waters and Caplan
noted that King and Just failed to report several critical statistical
tests, and thus it is not clear that high- and low-span participants
really performed differently on these two sentence types. It is true
that the three effects on the main verb in Just and Carpenter’s
(1992) Figure 9 (main effect of reading span, main effect of
relative clause type, and Span ⫻ Clause Type interaction) are not
actually supported by statistics; instead, King and Just reported
statistics for data collapsed across two different reading conditions: “normal” self-paced reading (the data in Just & Carpenter’s
Figure 9) and another condition in which participants were reading
while maintaining a one-word memory load. It is likely that
collapsing over the two reading procedures strengthened some
effects, and thus Waters and Caplan are correct that there is
uncertainty about which of the three effects are actually reliable for
the exact Figure 9 data. Clearly it would be preferable to have all
relevant statistics, but it is our feeling that the analyses that are
available do show individual differences in interpreting subjectand object-relative clauses, especially given the fact that the general pattern—little effect of reading span in the easy condition,
larger effect in the harder condition—is consistent with data that
Just and Carpenter present for other constructions (see also Just et
al., 1996, but cf. Caplan & Waters, 1999b).

Thus, we agree with Just and Carpenter on the general form of
the reading patterns, but we differ from both Just and Carpenter
and Waters and Caplan in the interpretation of these data. We do
not take the Span ⫻ Clause Type interaction that Just and Carpenter report to be evidence for the role of a separate working
memory capacity in relative clause interpretation but rather as an
example of a Frequency ⫻ Regularity interaction in sentence
processing, similar to the word recognition examples described
above (see Juliano & Tanenhaus, 1994; Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1995, for other extensions of the Frequency ⫻ Regularity
interaction to sentences). Subject relatives are relatively regular in
their word order because this structure has the same word order as
simple active one-clause sentences, which are very frequent in
English. Comprehension processes for interpreting subject relatives, such as interpreting a postverbal noun phrase as the object of
the verb, are therefore aided by a comprehender’s experience with
simple sentences, for which many of same processes are used.
Object relatives, however, have a more irregular word order (e.g.,
the direct object in the relative clause precedes the verb), and thus
experience with simple sentences is less relevant. Successful interpretation of object relatives therefore depends strongly on direct
experience with object relatives. The amount of exposure to the
language, particularly to sophisticated reading material in which
relative clauses are likely to occur, should therefore have a larger
effect on comprehension of the “irregular” object relatives than the
“regular” subject relatives. We suggest that high-span participants,
who are more successful with object relatives than are low-span
participants, tend to be individuals who read more and so have
more experience with relative clauses. The claim is not that highspan participants simply read more object relatives than do lowspan participants; rather our claim is that high-span participants
read more of all kinds of relatives and that this extra experience
has more effect on processing object relatives than subject
relatives.
Several sources of evidence support this experience-based account. First, Roth (1984) provided children with extra experience
and feedback on processing relative clauses, including subject and
object relatives like those studied by King and Just (1991). She
found that trained but not untrained groups improved in comprehension rates over pretest levels. Roth argued that the training with
relative clauses led to improved processing efficiency and suggested that developmental changes in relative clause processing
should be traced to linguistic experience, not growth of working
memory. Second, Christiansen (1992) and Weckerly and Elman
(1992) have suggested that differences in difficulty across the two
relative clause types could emerge from the sequential nature of
linguistic input and the properties of the language-processing
mechanism itself, without any extrinsic limitations on a working
memory system. Weckerly and Elman (1992) presented simulations in which a simple recurrent network (SRN; Elman, 1990) was
trained on simple one-clause sentences and sentences with one or
more subject or object relatives. Focusing on comparisons between
sentences involving two levels of recursion, they found better
performance on right-branching subject-relative constructions than
on center-embedded object relatives. Christiansen and Chater
(1999) replicated these results with sentences having only one
level of recursion.
We expect that a similar approach can be extended to account
for the individual differences that King and Just observed. A
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straightforward test of the experience hypothesis within the connectionist framework is to assess performance of a network after
different amounts of training (Munakata et al., 1997). In the
simulations reported below, we show how SRNs early in training
exhibit a pattern of processing similar to that of the low-span
participants in the King and Just (1991) study, whereas the networks’ performance resembles that of high-span participants after
additional training.

Simulating Individual Differences in Language
Comprehension Through Experience
Our simulations involved SRNs whose architecture is essentially that of a standard feedforward connectionist network, but
with the addition of an extra layer of “context” units. The networks
used in our simulations, shown in Figure 1, have 31 input and
output units as well as 60 hidden and context units. At a particular
time step, t, an input pattern is activated on the input layer.
Activation is then propagated forward through the hidden layer to
the output layer. During training, the pattern on the output layer is
then compared with the desired output, and network weights are
adjusted in proportion to the size of this discrepancy using the
back-propagation learning algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986). At the next time step, t ⫹ 1, the activation of the
hidden unit layer at time t is copied back to the context layer and
paired with the current input. This means that the current state of
the hidden units can influence the processing of subsequent inputs,
giving the network the ability to deal with integrated sequences of
input presented successively.
Method. In the simulations, we trained 10 SRNs to predict the next
word in a sentence, using sentences generated from a probabilistic contextfree grammar with a 30-word vocabulary. Each network had a different set
of initial starting weights, and each was trained on a different variation of
the training corpus, corresponding roughly to the fact that different individuals have somewhat different initial conditions prior to learning and are
exposed to different variations of the primary linguistic input. The grammar that generated the training corpora covered a small fragment of
English and included subject noun–verb agreement, present and past tense
verbs that differed with respect to their argument structure (transitive,
intransitive, and optionally transitive), and subject- and object-relative
clauses (allowing multiple embeddings with complex agreement structures). The grammar and its associated probabilities can be found in the
Appendix along with sample sentences and other simulation details. Crucially, subject- and object-relative constructions occurred with equal prob-

Figure 1. The basic architecture of the simple recurrent network used in
the subject- and object-relative simulation. Arrows with solid lines denote
trainable weights; the arrow with the dashed line denotes the copy-back
connections.
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ability; each represented about 2.5% of the sentences in the training set.
During training, sentences containing relative clauses were randomly interleaved with simple transitive and intransitive sentences. Each of the 10
training corpora contained 10,000 sentences with a mean length of 4.5
words, ranging from 3 to 27 words per sentence. Each pass through a
corpus corresponded to one training epoch. To simulate comprehenders
with different degrees of exposure to linguistic input, we evaluated the
networks after one, two, and three epochs of training.
Following successful training, an SRN will output a probability distribution of possible next words given the previous context. For example,
after having processed the sequence The lawyer and following training on
sentences from the grammar in the Appendix, the SRNs should activate the
units corresponding to the grammatical continuations, in this case past
tense verbs, singular present tense verbs, and the relative pronoun that. To
assess how well the network has learned the grammar, one can group the
units into lexical classes and determine their theoretically appropriate level
of activation given the probabilities associated with the grammar. In the
present example, the singular verb class and the past tense verb class each
should reach an activation level of .475, and the relative pronoun that
should receive an activation of .05 according to the probabilities with
which words in these classes were presented during training. At each point
in a sentence, the network’s ability to process the input can be measured in
terms of how much the network output deviates from the theoretical
probability distribution. We used grammatical prediction error (GPE;
Christiansen & Chater, 1999) as a conservative measure of how well the
network predicted next words (see the Appendix for details). GPE scores
range between 0 and 1 and can be mapped qualitatively onto reading times,
with low GPE values reflecting a prediction for short reading times and
high values indicating long predicted reading times.

Results and discussion. The 10 trained networks generally
performed well on the various constructions allowed by the grammar. For example, on 10 simple one-clause test sentences, the
average GPE values for one, two, and three epochs of training
were .19, .16, and .12, respectively. Here we focus on the results
concerning the processing of singly embedded subject- and objectrelative clauses, which we assessed by examining the networks’
performance on 10 sentences of each type that had not been
previously presented to the networks during training.
The critical question in analyzing our networks is how the
pattern of data obtained from these experience-based simulations
compares with the reading time patterns of high- and low-span
participants obtained by King and Just (1991) and with Just and
Carpenter’s CC-READER simulations of the King and Just data,
all shown in Just and Carpenter’s Figure 9 (1992, p. 140). Our
Figure 2 shows the average GPE values from the 10 networks for
the two relative clause constructions and is designed to be compared with Just and Carpenter’s Figure 9. It is difficult to make
precise comparisons between our results and Just and Carpenter’s
data, first because some key statistics for their human data are not
available, as discussed above, and second because Just and Carpenter presented no statistics for the CC-READER simulations,
relying only on visual comparisons between the human and simulation graphs in their Figure 9 to make their points. Given the
scarcity of comparable statistics, we must also rely on visual
comparisons but have included error bars (standard errors) to
indicate the reliability of our effects in Figure 2.
Three lines are shown in Figure 2, indicating the networks’
performance following one, two, and three epochs of training. On
the assumption that network performance early in training (one
epoch) roughly corresponds to that of low-span participants, and
that network performance later on (three epochs) roughly corre-
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Figure 2. Network performance on sentence involving singly embedded subject- and object-relative clauses.
Grammatical prediction error scores were averaged over 10 novel sentences of each kind and grouped into four
regions to facilitate comparisons with the human data (see Just & Carpenter, 1992, Figure 9, p. 140). Error bars
represent standard error.

sponds to that of high-span participants, the pattern of performance
resembles that found in the human data discussed by Just and
Carpenter, including at the main verb region where King and Just
reported their three critical effects.3 First, averaging across sentence type, the networks with more training had lower error rates
than less-trained networks at the critical main verb region, analogous to the main effect of reading span that King and Just (1991)
reported. Second, averaging across training epoch, the SRNs had
higher error rates with object than subject relatives at the main
verb, yielding a main effect of relative clause type. Third, there
was little effect of training for the “regular” subject relatives and
a large effect of training for the “irregular” object relatives at the
main verb. This result captures the Span ⫻ Clause Type interaction
discussed by Just and Carpenter and stands in contrast to their own
simulation results. Just and Carpenter’s CC-READER simulations,
which are shown in the top panels of their Figure 9, appear to have
yielded main effects of span and sentence type but not the crucial
interaction in that the effect of span appears no larger on object
than subject relatives at the main verb or at any other region.
Our results highlight the potentially complex role of experience
in individual differences. Both types of relative clauses were
encountered equally frequently in the training corpora, but the
superior performance on the subject relatives stems from the
networks’ abilities to generalize to rare structures as a function of
experience with similar, more common simple sentences. The
extent and nature of this Frequency ⫻ Regularity interaction
changed as a function of the overall experience of the network in
that additional experience helped performance with object relatives more than with subject relatives.
At this point it is important to consider an alternative view, that
our model is simply a connectionist implementation of a capacitybased account of individual differences. We are not claiming, of
course, that there is no such thing as capacity; clearly any network
(and any human) can be described as having a particular capacity
to process information, and individual networks and people can
vary in their capacities. What sets our account apart from Just and

Carpenter’s and Waters and Caplan’s is that we have two claims
about what capacity is and is not. First, capacity is not some
primitive, independent property of networks or humans in our
account but is instead strictly emergent from other architectural
and experiential factors. Second, capacity is not independent of
knowledge, so that one cannot manipulate factors underlying the
capacity of a network (e.g., hidden unit layer size, activation
function, weight decay, connectivity pattern, training) without also
affecting the knowledge embedded in that network. These two
claims are not merely terminological changes but rather make our
account qualitatively different from the working memory accounts
advocated by Just and Carpenter and Waters and Caplan, for which
one or more capacities can vary independently of knowledge,
experience, and other factors. In their view, capacity is something
that enables a certain level of processing ability or skill, whereas
for us, capacity is a synonym for that skill. Just and Carpenter’s
and Waters and Caplan’s intermediate step is superfluous in our
account.

Multiple Versus Single Interpretations
of Syntactic Ambiguities
Just and Carpenter (1992, pp. 130 –132; see also the Waters &
Caplan, 1996, reply on pp. 765–766) presented evidence for a
working memory capacity based on MacDonald, Just, & Carpen3
The one region where the SRN does not correspond well to King and
Just’s human data is at the last word of the subordinate clause in the
subject-relative sentences, where the SRN showed less processing difficulty than King and Just’s participants. This discrepancy may be due to
variations in the materials, particularly to the length of the subject-relative
clause, which varied in King and Just’s items but was more uniform in our
materials. Gibson and Ko (1998) also used uniformly short subject relatives
and found little processing difficulty at this position in self-paced reading
studies, and our simulations correspond quite well to their reading data in
this and other regions.
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ter’s (1992) study of syntactic ambiguity resolution. MacDonald et
al. investigated interpretation of main verb (MV)–reduced relative
(RR) ambiguities in which a verb such as warned either may be the
main verb of the sentence, as in The experienced soldiers warned
about the dangers before the midnight raid, or may introduce a
reduced relative clause modifying the preceding noun phrase, as in
The experienced soldiers warned about the dangers conducted the
midnight raid. When the ambiguous sentence was resolved with
the simple MV interpretation, high-span participants had longer
reading times in the disambiguating region compared with the
equivalent region of unambiguous control sentences, whereas lowspan participants showed no difference in reading time as a function of ambiguity. MacDonald et al. and Just and Carpenter interpreted this counterintuitive result as indicating that high-span
participants were constructing both MV and RR syntactic interpretations of the ambiguity and holding them in parallel in working
memory, yielding longer reading times compared with an unambiguous sentence for which only a single syntactic interpretation
could be constructed and held in memory. They argued that lowspan readers could not hold two syntactic interpretations in working memory and quickly settled on the MV interpretation, with the
result that their reading times did not differ from those for the
unambiguous sentences. Waters and Caplan reported failures to
replicate these effects, but Pearlmutter and MacDonald (1995)
replicated the important results with ambiguities resolved with the
simple MV interpretation (they did not test the alternative RR
interpretation). Thus, we believe it is possible to design experiments in which high-span participants show greater sensitivity to
stimulus manipulations than do low-span participants, but we
disagree with both Waters and Caplan and Just and Carpenter
about the proper account of these data.
Just and Carpenter’s account of the MacDonald et al. (1992)
data is notable for its clear relationship to working memory: Highand low-span participants appear to have a qualitative difference in
their approach to ambiguity resolution as a direct result of the
number of syntactic structures they can hold in their working
memory. This approach is at variance with other results in the
literature, however. First, there is good evidence against the claim
that comprehenders build explicit syntactic structures and hold
them in memory in the way that Just and Carpenter suggest (see
MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995, for reviews). Second, there exists an alternative,
constraint-based interpretation of the MacDonald et al. (1992)
data, based on variations in the amount of exposure to language
input and subsequent variations in sensitivity to probabilistic constraints that guide ambiguity resolution. Pearlmutter and MacDonald (1995) assessed how probabilistic constraints (such as
whether it is more plausible for experienced soldiers to warn
someone or be warned) affected the viability of alternative syntactic interpretations. They traced the high-span participants’ reading patterns to their sensitivity to very subtle probabilistic constraints in the stimulus sentences, involving conditional
probabilities over several critical words in an ambiguous region.
Low-span participants’ reading patterns, however, reflected only
very simple constraints. Pearlmutter and MacDonald suggested
that the degree of sensitivity to complex combinatorial constraints
could result from variations in exposure to language input: More
experienced readers have a greater range of complex constraints
that can be computed efficiently, compared with less experienced
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readers. Trueswell, Sekerina, Hill, and Logrip (1999) found exactly this pattern with children, in that both 5- and 8-year olds used
strong local constraints in interpreting ambiguous spoken sentences, but only the older children used more complex discourse
constraints that were available in the input. Thus, contrary to Just
and Carpenter’s claims, the original MacDonald et al. (1992) data
do not support an account in which comprehenders hold syntactic
structures in working memory. Instead, individual differences in
ambiguity resolution performance are readily interpreted as differences in processing skill, as a function of experience.

Use of Context in Ambiguity Resolution
The same interpretation can be given to studies of individual
differences in the ability to use contextual information to guide
ambiguity resolution. Just and Carpenter (1992, pp. 125–128)
investigated high- and low-span readers’ use of contextual information in resolving MV-RR ambiguities with the difficult reduced
relative interpretation. They argued that only high-span participants had sufficient memory capacity to interpret the contextual
information concerning the plausibility of the subject noun’s being
the agent or the patient of the adjacent verb. Thus, for the sequence
the soldiers warned . . . , the soldiers serves as the agent in the
simple MV interpretation (the soldiers are warning someone), and
this noun phrase is the patient in the difficult RR interpretation,
such that someone is warning the soldiers. Waters and Caplan
(1996) argued that the results instead “could be consistent with the
view that high span participants can combine different types of
information more efficiently in sentence comprehension than low
span participants” (p. 764). This hypothesis is generally compatible with our own view, but Waters and Caplan offer no explanation
for why high-span participants are more efficient or why the
efficiency explanation is preferable to the one Just and Carpenter
advocate.
Our account makes this skill-through-experience position explicit. Increased experience allows rapid computation of combinatorial probabilistic information that can be more constraining than
simple frequency information, whereas less experienced comprehenders (i.e., low-span participants) rely more heavily on simple
frequency information and do not compute complex constraints
rapidly. It is not that low-span comprehenders are completely
ignorant of complex constraints; indeed, Pearlmutter and MacDonald (1995) showed that both high- and low-span comprehenders demonstrated good knowledge of complex constraints when
they had unlimited time to think about the material. This result is
reminiscent of Seidenberg’s (1985) investigation of the Frequency ⫻ Regularity interaction with good and poor readers: All
participants could read the words accurately, but reading latencies
reflected the differential effects of reading experience on regular
and irregular words. Our claim is that contextual constraints such
as the plausibility of a noun serving as the agent of a verb are like
the constraints needed to pronounce irregular words, in that the
plausibility computation depends on the frequency of a conjunction (the noun and verb in the case of plausibility, and the conjunction of different letters in reading). The amount of experience
with combinatorial constraints, at both word and sentence levels,
affects the rapidity of their computation.
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Interpreting Pronouns
Our approach to Just and Carpenter’s (1992) data concerning
interpretation of pronominal reference (pp. 133–134) again rests
on differences in processing skill as a function of experience. Just
and Carpenter cited Daneman and Carpenter’s (1980) results
showing that high-span participants could determine the referent of
pronouns further back in a discourse than could low-span participants, as judged by accuracy on questions about a paragraph that
participants had recently read. Just and Carpenter interpreted these
data to indicate that only the high-span participants had sufficient
memory capacity to maintain the pronoun’s antecedent in memory,
whereas low-span participants could not find distant antecedents
for pronouns because the antecedent had been lost from working
memory. Waters and Caplan (1996, pp. 767–768) claimed that this
work did not challenge their multiple-resources account, and they
suggested that pronominal reference in these cases was affected by
postinterpretive reasoning processes. The notion of forgetting information as working memory demands increase (whether in a
single or multiple working memory systems) is an attractive metaphor for understanding differences in readers’ abilities to interpret
pronouns, but these data also do not demand a capacity account.
As with other examples of ambiguity resolution, resolution of
pronominal reference is a constraint satisfaction process in which
several syntactic-, semantic-, and discourse-level constraints can
guide computation of the correct pronoun–antecedent pairing (e.g.,
Givón, 1976; Gordon, Grosz, & Gilliom, 1993). The pronoun in
Daneman and Carpenter’s distant-antecedent paragraphs referred
to an entity that was not the current discourse topic at the point at
which the pronoun appeared in the paragraph. Pronouns typically
refer to prominent, recent antecedents, whereas distant antecedents
are generally referenced by repeating the name or noun phrase that
was originally used to introduce the entity into the discourse.
Using a pronoun to refer to a distant entity is extremely rare and
awkward (Ehrlich & Rayner, 1983; Sanford & Garrod, 1981); such
a usage can be viewed as the referential equivalent of resolving an
ambiguity with a low-frequency, complex interpretation. As we
have seen, high-span comprehenders are more likely to know the
subtle constraints that guide interpretation of rare usages in the
language, and this appears to be no less true at the discourse level
than at the syntactic level. For example, Long, Oppy, and Seely
(1997) suggested that varying amounts of experience with texts
underlie differences between skilled and less skilled readers’ abilities to compute complex discourse-level information and draw
inferences. The pronominal reference data are readily interpreted
as a function of processing skill and do not demand constraints on
one or more external working memory capacities.

Summary
Our account of these four sentence- and discourse-processing
domains views individual differences as emerging from variations
in experience. Whereas comprehenders with limited experience
can rapidly compute simple constraints to resolve ambiguities,
only more experienced comprehenders have encountered complex
combinatorial constraints often enough to compute them efficiently. This skill-through-experience account of comprehension is
superior to both Just and Carpenter’s and Waters and Caplan’s
capacity accounts. Our approach offers a unified treatment of the

Frequency ⫻ Regularity interaction in word recognition, sentence
processing (the first three examples above), and discourse processing (the fourth example) in that in all cases, increasing exposure to
the language yields greater sensitivity to subtle combinatorial
constraints. By contrast, Just and Carpenter’s claim that only
high-span participants have the capacity to remember antecedents,
build syntactic structure, or compute complex constraints does not
extend well to the word recognition case. It is difficult to argue that
poor readers’ special difficulty with exception words is due to
overloaded memory capacity, because these effects are typically
demonstrated in tasks in which participants are simply reading
isolated words aloud.4 Waters and Caplan similarly have no position on word recognition, and their interpretation of the four
domains offers no unified approach to individual differences, in
contrast to our own account.

Combined Effects of Biological and Experiential Factors
Having now presented the substantial influence of experiential
factors in creating individual differences, we now examine architectural constraints and their interaction with linguistic experience.
We argue that many of the individual differences in the normal
young adult population that cannot be accounted for by experience
alone can be accounted for by individual differences in the nature
of phonological representations and by the interaction of this
architectural factor and experiential factors. Our claim is that some
comprehenders have a more precise representation of phonological
information than others and that this representational precision, not
some external working memory capacity, underlies a number of
individual differences in comprehension performance. We are not
claiming that phonological precision is the only relevant biological
difference among individuals; aging leads to another biological
change, reductions in processing speed, and clearly some individuals experience disease, stroke, and so forth, which have profound
effects on neural computations.5 We pursue these arguments
through a reevaluation of three sets of data that Just and Carpenter
have offered in support of their account.

Extrinsic Memory Load
In language comprehension experiments with an extrinsic memory load, participants read several sentences while retaining a
4
Just and Carpenter do incorporate basic word frequency effects in their
model in that higher frequency words are activated more rapidly than are
lower frequency words in CC-READER. However, this difference has
nothing to do with working memory (both high- and low-span simulations
have exactly the same frequency parameters), highlighting the extent to
which innate working memory capacities and linguistic experience (word
frequency) are independent components in Just and Carpenter’s approach.
5
One extreme example is aphasia, in which stroke victims display a
variety of language-processing problems. Interestingly, Miyake et al.
(1994) point out that language experience prior to the onset of aphasia is
likely to affect the nature of individual performance deficits, but they
invoke a severely constrained version of the Just and Carpenter capacity
model in their explanation of these individual differences, which does not
provide any means for readily incorporating variations in experience. In
contrast, our approach provides a more suitable framework for studying
potential interactions between prior experience and poststroke performance
deficits (see Plaut, 1997, for an instantiation of this idea).
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series of words or digits for later recall. Just and Carpenter (1992)
reviewed data from King and Just (1991) and other extrinsic load
studies. They hypothesized that the extent to which an extrinsic
load interferes with comprehension is a function of three factors:
the size of the load, the participant’s reading span, and the syntactic complexity of the stimulus sentences (pp. 132–133). Waters
and Caplan (1996), however, argued that the load task and normal
language comprehension are largely unrelated in terms of their
demands on working memory systems, and they suggested that
Just and Carpenter’s data were weak, in particular that they did not
yield the crucial three-way interactions that should have underlain
Just and Carpenter’s claims (p. 767). To the extent that there are
effects of extrinsic load on comprehension (and there clearly are
some), the data are important because they suggest that a prototypical memory task—remembering a series of words through a
short distraction interval— can tap properties of language comprehension. Of course the mere fact that performance on the reading
span task and on the extrinsic load task correlate with one another
is not particularly interesting, because the two tasks are essentially
identical— both require the participant to simultaneously comprehend language while retaining a load of words or digits for later
recall. The only difference between the two tasks is in the choice
of dependent measure: In studies on the effect of extrinsic load on
language comprehension, the dependent measure is comprehension accuracy, whereas it is the number of words recalled in the
reading span task. The correlation itself therefore has little interest,
but it is important to understand how the extrinsic load and
comprehension processes interfere with one another and whether
this interference argues for any separate working memory
capacities.
Our account of the interference effects of load relies on the fact
that maintaining a set of unrelated words requires substantial
activation of phonological representations. Phonological representations are a key to understanding the nature of the reading span
task and the extrinsic load studies because (a) phonological and
articulatory representations must be activated in order to utter the
words for the load task; (b) phonological activation is an important
component of written and spoken sentence comprehension, particularly for certain difficult sentence structures; (c) the extent to
which phonological representations are important during comprehension of difficult syntactic structures is likely to vary inversely
with experience, such that phonological information is more crucial for less experienced comprehenders; and (d) there appear to be
notable individual differences in the “precision” of phonological
representations computed during language comprehension, and
these differences are thought to owe both to reading experience
and to biological factors. We discuss the evidence for each of these
claims below, first addressing Just and Carpenter’s extrinsic load
data and then examining implications of these claims for Daneman
and Carpenter’s (1980) reading and listening span tasks.
Phonological representations in extrinsic load and in sentence
processing. As many classic studies of short-term memory attest,
phonological activation is crucial to rehearsing a set of unrelated
words (e.g., Conrad, 1964; Conrad & Hull, 1964). We suggest that
this activation is part of the articulatory planning processes that are
a normal part of speech production. Phonological codes are also
crucial for language comprehension, even with written presentations. Several different roles have been suggested for phonological
codes during comprehension, including recognizing printed words
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(Van Orden, 1987) integrating information across saccades during
reading (Pollatsek, Lesch, Morris, & Rayner, 1992), accessing or
reinterpreting word meaning in sentence contexts (Folk & Morris,
1995; Keir & Duffy, 1999), sentence processing (Montgomery,
1995), and integrating information from different parts of a text
during reading (Folk & Morris, 1995).6 Thus, we directly challenge Waters and Caplan’s claim that load and sentence comprehension are unrelated; on our account they are intertwined by the
crucial involvement of phonological representations.
A key part of our argument is the fact that activated phonological codes have been shown to exert strong interference on one
another (Bock, 1987; Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1992), probably owing
to the nature of speech production processes: To avoid excessive
speech errors, articulatory planning processes must strongly activate only one phonological–articulatory unit at a time and inhibit
activation of recently uttered and upcoming units (Dell, Burger, &
Svec, 1997). This inhibition can affect comprehension as well:
Repeated occurrences of a word-initial phoneme in a sentence (as
in tongue twisters), slow sentence comprehension compared with
sentences without such repetition (McCutchen, Dibble, & Blount,
1994). It is therefore not surprising that in comprehension during
extrinsic load, the phonological activation required for the load
task interferes with phonological activation in language comprehension, and vice versa. The effect of load size that Just and
Carpenter observed directly follows from this account, as larger
extrinsic loads create more phonological activation to compete
with the activation needed for sentence processing.
The interference from external load has a greater effect on the
comprehension of some sentence types than others because some
sentences appear to involve phonological representations to greater
degrees than others do (Montgomery, 1995). Sentences that have
impoverished discourse context (a common situation in psycholinguistic experiments), rare or awkward syntax, conflicting probabilistic constraints, or other challenges require greater involvement of phonological information during comprehension
compared with simpler sentences. For example, object relatives,
which are more challenging than subject relatives, are likely to rely
more on phonological information than subject relatives, and thus
the phonological activation necessary for the load task may interfere with the comprehension of object relatives more than subject
6
The role of phonological representations in visual word recognition,
auditory and written language comprehension, dyslexia, specific language
impairment, and so on, form an enormous body of work spanning developmental, cognitive, and educational psychology and neuropsychology
(see Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998). Although the majority of
researchers in these fields agree that phonological representations form a
crucial part of reading and higher level language comprehension, there are
exceptions, particularly in patients who perform poorly on tests of phonological memory yet exhibit good sentence processing abilities (e.g., Martin
et al., 1994; Waters et al., 1991). In these cases it is important to examine
the relative difficulty of the phonological and sentence-processing tasks, as
some sentence-processing tasks, such as grammaticality judgment, may be
performed reasonably accurately without good comprehension. More generally, it is clear that different aspects of language comprehension involve
phonological activation to varying degrees (e.g., Jared & Seidenberg,
1991), so it would not be surprising if some studies failed to find significant
involvement of phonological codes in some combinations of participants,
stimuli, and tasks.
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relatives. Thus, the effect of sentence type that Just and Carpenter
observed in load experiments can be traced to variations in the
degree of involvement of phonological representations in different
kinds of sentence structures.
The effect of reading span that Just and Carpenter observed can
be explained in a similar fashion. The degree of interference
between phonological representations used in sentence comprehension and in the extrinsic load task is expected to be larger for
low-span participants than for high-span participants. Low-span
participants comprehend object relatives more slowly and less
accurately than do high-span participants (King & Just, 1991),
owing in our view to their more limited language processing skill
compared with high-span participants. As phonological representations appear to play a larger role in sentence comprehension with
sentences that are syntactically difficult, the low-span participants’
lower skill level entails that they will require substantial phonological activation to aid syntactic analysis for these sentences.
These participants will thus suffer more from the competing phonological activation from the extrinsic load task than will highspan participants, whose greater skill should yield lower demands
for phonological activation during comprehension of object
relatives.
Reading and listening span again. Because the extrinsic load
task and Daneman and Carpenter’s (1980) reading span task are
essentially identical save for the dependent variable, our claims
about the load task have implications for reading span as well. We
have suggested that the reading span task and its auditory equivalent, listening span, are basically measures of participants’ abilities to do particular language-processing tasks. More specifically,
these tasks measure the ability to comprehend sentences in the face
of competing phonological activation from a series of words that
are being prepared for articulation, and to maintain phonological
activation for the words in the face of competing demands from
sentence processing. This account predicts that measures of the
accuracy of phonological representations, which are commonly
assessed in auditory perception tasks that have little or no memory
component, should be a good predictor of performance on the
listening and reading span tasks. Just and Carpenter’s working
memory approach makes no such prediction, but several studies of
reading acquisition have provided good evidence for the role of
phonological representations in the listening span task (Gottardo,
Stanovich, & Siegel, 1996; Leather & Henry, 1994). Moreover,
this correlation can be traced specifically to the competing demands of sentence processing under extrinsic load, because measures of phonological skills do not correlate particularly well with
simple word span tasks (Bowey, Cain, & Ryan, 1992; Leather &
Henry, 1994; Mann & Liberman, 1984), and some patients who
perform poorly on simple span tasks have reasonably good sentence comprehension (Martin et al., 1994; Waters, Caplan, &
Hildebrandt, 1991).
The importance of phonological information in sentence processing and for performance on the listening span task (Gottardo et
al., 1996; Leather & Henry, 1994) suggests that high- and lowspan comprehenders differ in their representation of phonological
information. The accuracy of phonological representations has
been shown to be strongly dependent on reading experience (e.g.,
Bertelson, 1987), but there is clear evidence of a biological component from a number of different paradigms and laboratories. For
example, Molfese and Molfese (1997) found reliable differences in

neonates’ evoked potentials to speech stimuli and demonstrated
that these differences predicted substantial variance in the children’s verbal abilities 5 years later. Behavioral testing of phonological skills has similarly revealed measurable individual differences in prereading children who are matched for many
experiential factors, and these differences correlated with children’s auditory sentence comprehension abilities as well as their
reading abilities (Mann, Cowin, & Schoenheimer, 1989). Abundant evidence also points to early abnormalities in phonological
representations in children who are later diagnosed as dyslexic or
as having other language disabilities such as specific language
impairment (Shankweiler, Crain, Brady, & Macaruso, 1992;
Shankweiler et al., 1995; Stanovich, 1992). If such innate individual differences exist and if these differences affect the acquisition
of reading skills (Shankweiler et al., 1992; Stanovich, 1992) then
the interaction between biological differences in phonological representations and the effects of experience is likely to be tremendously complicated. People with lower quality phonological representations may tend to find reading frustrating and thus be likely
to have less print exposure than those who enjoy reading. Because
reading is the major source of knowledge about sophisticated
vocabulary and syntactic structure (Hayes, 1988), it is clear that
reduced print exposure could rapidly compound biological individual differences. These interactions have not been adequately
explored to date, in part because the working memory approaches
favored by Just and Carpenter and Waters and Caplan have limited
the interest in the role of experience in individual differences.
The complexity of the biological and experiential interactions
make this domain a natural target for computational modeling, but
current models have not incorporated the necessary architecture to
fully explore this issue. We have argued that phonological representations have a crucial role in sentence processing, but none of
the currently available sentence-processing models (e.g., Just &
Carpenter, 1992; St. John & Gernsbacher, 1998; Tabor, Juliano, &
Tanenhaus, 1997; Weckerly & Elman, 1992) have a phonological
component. Similarly, models that use phonological representations seldom go beyond the individual word level (e.g., Dell &
O’Seaghdha, 1992; Gupta & MacWhinney, 1997; McClelland &
Elman, 1986). Moreover, none of these models explore the effects
of experience. We took a first step by explicitly modeling experience in the simulations of relative clause processing described
above, but we had no phonological component. Similarly, Harm
and Seidenberg (1999) simulated the effects of reading experience
in networks with differing amounts of phonological skill, but their
network modeled only recognition of individual words. These first
steps are encouraging, but such models have not yet attempted the
nontrivial task of incorporating phonological representations in a
sentence-processing model that simulates effects of both biology
and experience.

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) Data
In their reply to Waters and Caplan, Just et al. (1996, pp.
774 –775) reported fMRI data from participants performing comprehension and working memory tasks. In a read-only condition,
participants read sentences silently and judged each as true or
false, and in a read-and-maintain condition, participants also remembered the sentence-final words of two to four sentences,
silently recalling them at the end of the set. Just et al. found that the
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read-only condition activated both Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas
significantly more than a control condition in which participants
merely fixated on a visual cross. In the read-and-maintain condition, the activation in Broca’s area was of similar magnitude, and
Wernicke’s area was significantly more activated than in the
read-only condition. Just et al. interpreted this pattern as indicating
that the same computational capacity is involved in both the
reading span task and language comprehension and that these data
provide evidence against Waters and Caplan’s hypothesis that the
reading span task invokes a separate memory system than the one
involved in normal language comprehension. As we have never
doubted that performance on the reading span task correlates with
performance on language-processing tasks, our focus here is
whether Just et al.’s data provide evidence for a computational
capacity that is separate from linguistic representations.7 The data
do not provide this evidence in our view but rather reflect the
activation of representations during language comprehension and,
in the read-and-maintain condition, the additional phonological
activation associated with the extrinsic load.8 Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas have long been the hypothesized sites of linguistic
representations; if we consider imaging data for these areas as
reflecting instead the “potential resource supply, which could place
an upper limit on comprehension” (Just et al., 1996, p. 775), it is
a puzzle where the linguistic representations are stored in the brain.
For us, the answer is clear: our account does not maintain a
distinction between declarative knowledge and the computation
space in which knowledge is activated, and there is not a linguistic
working memory capacity that is separate from linguistic processing. The activation patterns that are observed during language
comprehension using imaging methods do show the locus of
various kinds of linguistic processing, but they do not show the
locus of a separate working memory system. The fact that Just et
al. found more activation in the extrinsic load task than in the
read-only condition is interesting, but it does not demand a distinct
working memory.

Age-Related Differences
A number of researchers have observed declines in linguistic
performance in aging, though many other studies have failed to
find reliable age-related differences (see Kemper, 1992; Light,
1992, for review). Just and Carpenter (1992) attributed age-related
declines to reductions in working memory capacity in aged adults
(pp. 129 –130; see Waters & Caplan, 1996, p. 765). Our account of
these data requires an exploration of the relationship between age
and performance on working memory tasks as well as the relationship between age and language comprehension performance.
The age-related decline in performance on working memory
measures is well attested (e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Salthouse,
1994), but there is considerable disagreement concerning the reason for this result. Whereas Just and Carpenter attribute performance declines to a shrinkage in the working memory capacity in
aging, Hasher and Zacks (1988; Stoltzfus et al., 1996) have attributed it to a loss of ability to inhibit irrelevant information, resulting
in noisier computations. Another alternative is provided by Salthouse (1994, 1996), who has observed that older adults typically
exhibit slowed perceptual and cognitive processes in comparison
with younger adults. Salthouse has attributed declines in performance on working memory tasks to this age-related slowing and
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has reported that age predicts little or no variance in performance
on working memory tasks after measures of processing speed have
been taken into account (see also Fisk & Warr, 1996). Thus,
Salthouse used the notion of processing speed, for which agerelated declines have been independently demonstrated in perceptual tasks that have no memory component, to explain the agerelated declines on working memory tasks, without positing a
shrinkage in working memory capacity. This position, which is
clearly compatible with our own, unifies the decline in perceptual
and working memory tasks within one framework, whereas Just
and Carpenter’s claim for a shrinking working memory capacity in
aging does not provide an explanation for the age-related decline
on purely perceptual tasks.
The processing speed view can be readily extended to account
for age-related differences in linguistic performance, as there is
evidence that this biological constraint on processing efficiency
affects speech interpretation processes (Wingfield, Poon, Lombardi, & Lowe, 1985). Moreover, older adults have been shown to
have reduced abilities to use contextual information in ambiguity
resolution and other linguistic tasks (Hess & Higgins, 1983; Micco

7
Just et al.’s extremely concise reporting of their fMRI methods makes
it difficult to evaluate their data precisely, but it should be noted that their
findings appear to be open to a number of alternative interpretations,
including ones that are compatible with Waters and Caplan’s position.
First, Just et al. assumed that Waters and Caplan’s claim of a dissociation
between the reading span task and language comprehension necessarily
predicts different anatomical locations for the two processes, but this is not
a necessary assumption. Many anatomical regions of the brain participate
in more than one function, and Caplan (1992, 1994) himself has been a
leader in noting the complicated relationship between location and function. Thus, it is not clear that Just et al.’s localization data have a straightforward relationship to Waters and Caplan’s hypothesis. Second, Just et al.
had their participants make a true–false judgment for each sentence in
(apparently) both the read-only and the read-and-maintain conditions.
Judging the truth of a sentence is exactly the kind of postinterpretative task
that Waters and Caplan claim is governed by the conscious pool of
resources that also governs performance on the reading span task. Thus in
Waters and Caplan’s view, it makes perfect sense for both the read-only
and read-and-maintain conditions to activate the same regions, because
both tasks require the conscious pool of resources. Third, the fact that
true–false judgments and word recall were all performed silently makes it
impossible to verify the extent to which participants were actually maintaining the words or comprehending the sentences. Finally, it appears that
Just et al.’s scanning time in the read-and-maintain condition could include
at least some of the recall portion of the task in addition to the reading and
maintaining portion, and so it is not clear whether the increased Wernicke’s
activation in the read-and-maintain condition should be attributed to the
need to maintain the sentence-final words or to the generation of prearticulatory codes during the silent recall period in this condition.
8
This is not to say that the only difference between the two conditions
is additional phonological activation in the read-and-maintain condition.
That is, the nature of sentence processing is not necessarily identical in the
presence or absence of an extrinsic load in that the pattern of activation
over many levels of representations (lexical, syntactic, discourse, etc.) may
be altered by the presence of competing phonological activation from the
extrinsic load words. This possibility underscores the difficulty of using a
subtractive methodology to compare two tasks that may differ in complicated ways (Sergent, 1994).
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& Masson, 1992; Dagerman, MacDonald, & Harm, 2001).9 Dagerman et al. argued that this reduction in context use can be traced
to slowed processing in older adults. In two cross-modal naming
studies, they investigated how older and younger adults disambiguated words such as fires, which have both a noun and a verb
interpretation. They found that both young and elderly participants
were able to use strong syntactic constraints that forced one or the
other interpretation of the ambiguous word in a sentence but that
only the younger participants used probabilistic semantic cues
from an immediately preceding context word to aid ambiguity
resolution. In off-line paper-and-pencil tasks, however, elderly and
younger participants showed equal sensitivity to the probabilistic
contextual information. This result is reminiscent of Pearlmutter
and MacDonald’s (1995) finding that young adult low-span participants showed sensitivity to subtle probabilistic constraints in
off-line but not on-line tasks, whereas high-span participants were
sensitive to these constraints in both types of task. Dagerman et al.
hypothesized that the elderly participants’ reduced abilities to use
context stemmed from slowed computational processes, which
affected their on-line performance, where the rate of the speech
input was not under the participant’s control, but not their off-line
performance, where participants could read the written stimuli at
their own pace. Dagerman et al. simulated the differences in the
two age groups and the two tasks in a simple localist dynamical
network, in which the speed of activation of information was
manipulated; a fast activation rate simulated the young participants, and a slow rate simulated the older participants. The faster
network showed evidence of early context use, whereas context
use emerged later for the slower network, consistent with the
behavioral data. The networks had no separate working memory
system, yet they captured important age-related individual differences of the sort that Just and Carpenter attributed to an age-related
decline in working memory capacity.

General Discussion
In this article, we have advocated an alternative approach to
understanding individual differences in language comprehension.
Unlike the approaches of Just and Carpenter (1992) and Waters
and Caplan (1996), ours does not sanction one or more working
memories functionally separated from the representation of linguistic knowledge. Instead the representation and processing of
language is part of the same (network) system. We next turn to two
other issues: (a) the extent to which our account is a real alternative
account of individual differences or merely a redescription of some
of Just and Carpenter’s and Waters and Caplan’s ideas and (b) the
relationship between our approach and some of the many other
alternative accounts of working memory and individual
differences.

Real Alternative or Redescription?
Just and Carpenter (1992, pp. 124, 144 –145) noted that although they prefer an account of individual differences that incorporates variations in the size of working memory capacity across
individuals, the data that they have cited are also largely compatible with an efficiency-of-processing account. If an efficiencybased account and a working memory account are truly interchangeable, then it is important to ask whether we have offered a

real alternative to Just and Carpenter’s position or whether we
have merely amplified a slightly different perspective that Just and
Carpenter and colleagues have already noted as a possible interpretation of their data. We argue below that our position is distinct
in important ways from both Just and Carpenter’s and Waters and
Caplan’s positions.

Differences From Just and Carpenter
Just and Carpenter are correct that within the particular cognitive architecture they adopt, the efficiency and capacity approaches
are interchangeable. Thus had they preferred an efficiency account, Just and Carpenter could have simulated high- and low-span
readers by keeping working memory capacity constant and setting
the activation parameters for productions and declarative knowledge in a different way for the high- and low-span simulations,
such that the high-span simulation activated knowledge and completed productions more efficiently. In other words, efficiency
(whether owing to experience or to biological factors) and capacity
are independent parameters in Just and Carpenter’s framework. In
the connectionist-based efficiency account that we propose, however, experiential factors and biological factors are inextricably
intertwined, and in simulations, the model as a whole (both its
architecture and its training experience) constitutes the source of
performance limitations. Our account therefore promotes the study
of individual differences as the interaction between biological
(architectural) variations and differences in exposure to relevant
aspects of language, rather than as independent factors.
This approach makes different predictions in a number of domains that Just and Carpenter have presented. First, our approach
relates individual differences in the Frequency ⫻ Regularity interaction in word recognition to similar phenomena at the sentence
and discourse levels. Just and Carpenter’s account offers no such
integration and in fact does not extend well to word recognition.
Second, our interpretation of the nature of the reading and listening
span tasks correctly predicts that phonological representation accuracy, measured in tasks without a memory component, should
correlate well with performance on these span tasks. Just and
Carpenter’s account makes no such prediction. Finally, our account captures the fact that processing speed, again measured in
tasks without a memory component, correlates with performance
9

The existence of some reduction in performance with aging is interesting in light of the fact that older adults have more experience with
language than do younger adults. Thus, the negative effects of perceptual
or cognitive slowing appear to overwhelm any positive effects of additional
experience. As we have suggested, the interaction between experience and
biological factors is likely to be complicated. For example, elderly adults
certainly have more experience with language than younger adults, but that
experience, particularly recent experience, may not be helpful for performance on a psycholinguistic experiment. That is, the kinds of materials that
an elderly retired person reads are likely to be very different from that of
a college student, and the often difficult materials in psycholinguistic
experiments may be more similar to a student’s recent reading than a
retired person’s. A second complication is that the helpful effects of
experience need not be linearly increasing throughout the life span, so
that 50 years of avid reading may not be much better than 30 years’
experience, whereas the difference between 10 and 30 years’ experience
could be substantial.
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on working memory tasks, whereas Just and Carpenter’s account
does not make this prediction.
Of course the production system architecture that Just and
Carpenter adopt could be made to accommodate the findings that
we have discussed, as this architecture permits independent manipulations of capacity, production efficiency, representation frequency, and so forth. Crafting the model in this way, however,
would fail to capture the essential interactions between architecture and experience that are a natural part of our account. The
insight we have offered is that although there are individual
differences in processing skill or capacity, capacity is not a primitive in the theory and cannot be independently manipulated in a
simulation. Capacity instead emerges from other factors that are an
intrinsic part of representing knowledge within connectionist
networks.

Differences From Waters and Caplan
Because Waters and Caplan’s article focused far less on their
own account of working memory than on Just and Carpenter’s
data, their position is not articulated fully enough for us to formulate a reply with any precision. It is nonetheless very clear how our
view of language comprehension differs from Waters and
Caplan’s: They advocate a modular approach to language comprehension and we advocate an inherently interactive one. These two
approaches make markedly different predictions that have been
extensively documented in the literature, and we do not review
them here (see Frazier, 1987; MacDonald et al., 1994). With
particular regard to working memory, Waters and Caplan suggest
that different kinds of linguistic processes each have their own
working memory capacity; in particular they distinguish between
interpretative and postinterpretative processes. It might initially
appear that our view, in which activation at multiple levels of
representation replaces a separate working memory, is a sort of
implementation of that approach. Indeed, Martin (1995) suggested
a similar view, (a) that there are modular linguistic processes, (b)
that each has its own working memory capacity, and (c) that they
might be implemented in a connectionist system. However, Martin’s (1995) view of working memory as a “dedicated temporary
storage capacity” (p. 626) does not translate well to existing
connectionist models, including the models she cites, Dell (1986)
and McClelland and Kawamoto (1986). Neither of these models
has a separate “storage capacity” that can temporarily store intermediate processing results, and there is nothing in these models
that can readily be ascribed the function of a separate working
memory, independent of the representation and processing of
linguistic knowledge.10 Thus though Waters and Caplan (and R. C.
Martin, 1995) talk in a general way about capacity being intertwined with processing, the inherently symbolic and modular
account that Waters and Caplan adopt prevents them from realizing this approach in the way that we have here.

Relationship to Other Theories
This commentary has of course focused on the positions of Just
and Carpenter and Waters and Caplan, but the concept of working
memory admits a huge variety of interpretations that are not
encompassed by these two views (Richardson et al., 1996, survey
many of the alternatives). Space constraints prohibit a detailed
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discussion here, but our approach does have consequences for
several other accounts of working memory and its putative role in
cognitive processes.
First, our advocacy of the importance of experience draws on
Ericsson and Kintsch’s (1995) claims in their own working memory model. Reviewing evidence for individual differences in domains ranging from text comprehension to chess playing, these
authors found that when an individual has a greater than average
working memory capacity, this capacity is restricted to skilled
activities, suggesting that superior performance on some working
memory assessment stems from experience-based processing efficiency. They suggested that the data reviewed in Just and Carpenter fit equally well with an experience-based approach, and that
“the total capacity does not differ between good and poor readers,
but the processing efficiency of good readers is assumed to be
higher, so that their effective working memory capacity is enlarged
because they can use their resources better” (Ericsson & Kintsch,
1995, p. 229). Although we share their appreciation for the importance of experience, there are nonetheless clear differences
between our approach and Ericsson and Kintsch’s. The most
important of these is that they, like Just and Carpenter and Waters
and Caplan, postulate a working memory for temporary storage
and processing, separated from the representation of long-term
knowledge— despite having ready access to parts of it. In our
account, the long-term knowledge of language is not functionally
separated from the locus of processing, leading to many desirable
consequences, as we have seen. Moreover, our model provides the
first step toward an account of how increased processing capacity
in skilled performance may be acquired through learning, whereas
Ericsson and Kintsch do not discuss a learning component.
Second, our approach relates to the considerable debate concerning whether linguistic working memory is separate from other
nonlinguistic working memory systems, such as spatial working
memory (e.g., Goldman-Rakic, 1997; Shah & Miyake, 1996;
Smith & Jonides, 1997). This debate obviously has echoes within
the debate between Just and Carpenter and Waters and Caplan
concerning whether there is more than one working memory
capacity within the linguistic system. Similar to their debate, a
major source of evidence in this broader controversy is whether
various linguistic working memory tasks correlate with nonlinguistic ones and which working memory tasks correlate with
measures of cognitive performance (e.g., Engle et al., 1992; Shah
& Miyake, 1996). We have argued that linguistic working memory
tasks are simply special kinds of language-processing tasks. The
situation in nonlinguistic domains appears similar, so that spatial
working memory tasks, for example, draw on the same skills as are
used to navigate through space, and persons who perform well on
these tasks are ones who have a high degree of spatial-processing
skill, owing to some combination of biological and experiential
factors. To the extent that the biology and experience underlying
10

Of course, it is possible to construct a hybrid model that includes a
separate working memory, and indeed some efforts have been made in this
direction (e.g., Kwasny & Faisal, 1990), but this approach violates the
predominant connectionist approach to language, and the separate working
memory component in such hybrid models will suffer from the same
shortcomings identified for Just and Carpenter’s and Waters and Caplan’s
symbolic models here.
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language comprehension skills and the skills used in navigation
through space are similar, or to the extent that particular spatial and
linguistic working memory tasks have similar components, performance on linguistic and spatial working memory tasks will
correlate with one another. Thus, in our view, the presence or
absence of correlations between two “working memory” tasks or
between “working memory” and “processing” tasks in no way
implies that there is a separate working memory capacity for any
cognitive domain. Such results merely indicate that there are
processing skills in various cognitive domains, and working memory tasks in these domains draw on some subset of these skills.
More speculatively, our approach may have an important relationship to theories of attention. Like working memory, attention
is a controversial notion (indeed the two terms sometimes appear
interchangeable). Many of the same questions posed in this article
have their counterparts in the attention literature, including the
extent to which attention can be viewed as separate from perceptual processing. For example, Behrmann, Zemel, and Mozer
(1998) argued that object-based attention is not a separate entity
but rather arises from an experience-based visual processing mechanism that groups certain visual features together. This view is
clearly consistent with our own, holding out the possibility that for
both early perceptual processes and higher cognitive functions, the
attention, working memory, and computational capacity of a system may be unified with the system’s computational processes,
rather than viewed as separate independent entities.

Postscript 1: Reply to Just and Varma (2002)
Just and Varma (2002) unsuccessfully tried to blur the architectural distinctions between our different approaches. On the one
hand, they attempted to cast connectionist networks as symbolic,
as in their statement that grammar is in the network connection
weights, whereas capacity varies with noise in the input signal.
This claim is demonstrably false; knowledge and capacity are both
constrained by noise and connection weights in connectionist
networks. On the other hand, Just and Varma tried to co-opt the
connectionist approach by suggesting that “the functions of the
resources and the productions are completely intertwined” (p. 55)
in CC-READER, because each cannot work without the other.
This observation misses the point: Virtually any multicomponent
model has interacting components, but in connectionist networks,
capacity and processing do not just interact, they are the same
thing: They are jointly realized by the same architecture, and they
cannot be independently manipulated. Just and Varma’s confusion
about architectural distinctions cascaded into a failure to perceive
the real functional consequences of these distinctions, resulting in
vague statements about our approach not being “empirically distinguishable” from theirs (p. 57). In fact, our approach makes
substantially different predictions, including about the relationship
between word recognition and sentence processing and the relationship between frequency, regularity, and capacity. Just and
Varma offered nothing concerning these points. Much of what
remains of the “empirically distinguishable” problem rests not
with us but in the large number of free parameters in their approach: With potential individual differences in resources, productions, knowledge, and strategic allocation among them, the falsifiability of Just and Varma’s model is questionable.

Postscript 2: Reply to Caplan and Waters (2002)
Caplan and Waters (2002) mistakenly feel that they differ with
us when they end their reply with, “at the end of the day, domainspecific limitations on computational capacity will be left standing” (p. 73). However, we fully agree that capacity limits exist,
that they are interesting, and that they stem from both innate and
experiential components. Our differences with Caplan and Waters
lie in how capacity is realized. For us, capacity is an intrinsic part
of the language comprehension system, not a separately modulated
resource. Similarly, domain-specific capacity is not an advantage
for their account. Caplan and Waters use this term to mean that
different processing domains each have their own capacity, but our
proposal captures this idea much more naturally than theirs can.
For Caplan and Waters, there are two separate working memories
serving interpretive and postinterpretative domains. This and any
other two-way division conflicts with abundant data concerning
the interactive nature of comprehension processes. By insisting on
modules, each with a separate working memory, Caplan and
Waters risk a proliferation of little domains and working memories
in order to characterize language comprehension. In our account,
the various interacting subcomponents of comprehension will necessarily have capacity constraints, because computational capacity
is an inherent feature of the models we advocate. Thus, our view
accommodates both the domain specificity and the biological
endowment that Caplan and Waters insist that we have overlooked,
all without having to appeal to large numbers of separate working
memories. At the end of the day, what’s left standing is the notion
of verbal working memory as emergent from language processing,
not outside it.
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Appendix
The probabilistic context-free grammar used in the simulations is presented in Table A1. The grammar resembles that used by Elman (1990),
save that we included past tense verbs, a determiner, and associated explicit
probabilities with each rule expansion (as indicated by the numbers in
parentheses in Table A1). All nouns were equibiased as were the verbs,
with the exception that the three forms of the optionally transitive verbs
phone and understand occurred about twice as often as other verbs because
they were allowed in both V(i) and V(t) constructions. No semantic
constraints were imposed on the grammar. The grammar produced sentences such as

Table A1
The Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar Used to Generate the
Training Corpora
S 3 NP VP “.” (1.0)
NP 3 det N (.95)兩det N rel (.05)
VP 3 V(i) (.5)兩V(t) (.5)
rel 3 that VP (.5)兩that NP V(t) (.5)
N 3 {lawyer, lawyers, senator, senators, reporter, reporters, banker,
bankers, judge, judges}
V(i) 3 {lies, lie, lied, hesitates, hesitate, hesitated, phones, phone,
phoned, understands, understand, understood}
V(t) 3 {praises, praise, praised, attacks, attack, attacked, phones,
phone, phoned, understands, understand, understood}
det 3 {the}
Note. Values in parentheses indicate the probability of a particular rule
expansion. S ⫽ sentence; NP ⫽ noun phrase; VP ⫽ verb phrase; rel ⫽
relative clause; N ⫽ noun; V(i) ⫽ intransitive verb; V(t) ⫽ transitive verb;
det ⫽ determiner.

The lawyer lied.
The senator understands the bankers.
The reporters praise the judge that attacked the senator.
The reporter that attacked the senator praised the judge.
The reporter that the senator attacked praised the judge.
The banker that the lawyer that the judge phoned understood hesitated.
The grammar in Table A1 was used to generate 10 different training
corpora, each containing 10,000 sentences, to simulate the fact that language learners are not exposed to the exact same input. Because the
generation of sentences was probabilistic given the constraints imposed by
the grammar, the number of words in each corpus varied. To provide all
nets with exposure to the same number of words, we set an epoch to
correspond to 55,000 words (independent of the actual number of words in
a given corpus).
The SRNs used in the simulations had 31 input and output units (see
Figure 1), one for each of the 30 words and one designating the end of a
sentence, as well as 60 hidden and 60 context units. The weights of all nets
were initialized randomly within the interval [⫺.15, .15] prior to training.
We gave each network in a set different random starting values to simulate
individual differences in initial conditions prior to learning. Thus, the
simulations involved a set of 10 SRNs, each with different initial weights
and each trained on a different corpus. The learning rate was set to .1, and
no momentum was used. Cross-entropy was used to calculate the error used
by the back-propagation algorithm. The simulations were conducted using
Elman’s (1992) Tlearn simulator available from Center for Research on
Language at the University of California, San Diego.

(Appendix continues)
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To evaluate the extent to which a network has learned a grammar after
training, performance on a set of test sentences is measured. For each word
in the test sentences, a trained network should accurately “predict” the next
possible words in the sentence; that is, it should activate all and only the
words that produce grammatical continuations of that sentence. Moreover,
the degree of activation of grammatical continuations should correspond to
the probability of those continuations in the training set. Our measure of
network performance, grammatical prediction error (GPE, Christiansen,
2001; Christiansen & Chater, 1999) assesses all of these facets of network
performance. It takes hits (H), false alarms (F), misses (M), and correct
rejections into account. The GPE for predicting a particular word was
calculated using
GPE ⫽ 1 ⫺

H
,
H⫹F⫹M

where H and F consisted of the accumulated activations of the set of units,
G, that were grammatical given the grammar and the set of activated
ungrammatical units, U, respectively:
H⫽

冘

ui

i僆G

F⫽

冘

ui.

i僆U

M was calculated as the sum of a proportion of the total activation
determined by the correct units’ lower-than-expected values:
M⫽

冘

共H ⫹ F兲mi,

i僆G

where the potential missing activation, mi, for a grammatical unit was
calculated as the (positive) discrepancy between that unit’s theoretical
target activation, ti, derived from the probabilistic context-free grammar,
and its actual activation, ui:
mi ⫽

再

0
ti ⫺ ui

if ti ⫺ ui ⱕ 0
otherwise.

This calculation is based on the notion that misses are a product of
misplaced activation and that they therefore should be calculated as a
(misplaced) proportion of the total activation. Note also that implicit in the
misses is a penalty for overestimates (ui ⬎ ti) because too much activation
in one place results in too little activation in some other place (given that
the cross-entropy error training leads to output activations that typically
sum to 1).
Thus construed, the GPE provides a measure of how much of the
activation for a given item has been placed correctly according to the
grammar (H) in proportion to the total amount of activation (H ⫹ F) and
the penalty for not activating grammatical items sufficiently (M). Although
not an explicit part of the above equation, correct rejections are also taken
into account under the assumption that they correspond to zero activation for
units that are ungrammatical given previous context. The GPE is a very
conservative measure of performance; to obtain a perfect GPE score of 0, the
network must not only predict all grammatical next items and no ungrammatical ones, but it must also correctly scale those activations according to the
probabilistic constraints on lexical classes found in the grammar.
The GPE for an individual word reflects the difficulty that the SRN
experienced for that word given the previous sentential context and can be
mapped qualitatively onto word reading times, with low GPE values reflecting
a prediction for short reading times and high values indicating long predicted
reading times. The average GPE across a whole sentence expresses the
difficulty that the SRN experienced across the sentence as a whole, and has
been found to map onto sentence grammaticality ratings (Christiansen, 2001;
Christiansen & Chater, 1999), with low average GPE scores indicating high
goodness ratings and high scores reflecting low ratings.
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